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Abstract. Ambient computing as an ideal demands levels of functional attain-
ment that have thus far not been realised. Ambient applications require that the 
computing application be subsumed into the everyday context in an unobtrusive 
manner with interaction modalities that are natural, simple and appropriate to 
both the individual user and their associated context. Within this paper, we con-
sider the use of mobile intentional agents as potential key enablers in the deliv-
ery of ambient intelligent services. In particular, we compare and contrast two 
agent-based ambient intelligence case studies. 

1   Introduction 

Fundamental to realizing the ambient computing vision is the opportunistic and 
timely delivery of appropriate services to individual users or groups. Designing and 
developing system components so as to ensure effective but unobtrusive system usage 
is essential, particularly when interaction modalities are considered. How best to 
achieve this remains an open question. One approach that we are actively investigat-
ing concerns the use of mobile intentional agents as the key enablers to realizing 
ambient computing applications. In particular, we commission an intentional mobile 
agent-based approach. Specifically we adopt a Belief Desire Intention (BDI) agent 
model. In the delivery of such agents we utilise the Agent Factory system which sup-
ports the rapid fabrication of agent-based applications.  

Within this paper we consider two ambient intelligence case studies, namely 
EasiShop and Gulliver’s Genie. Both systems have adopted an agent-based design 
metaphor and, specifically, both have been realised through the Agent Factory devel-
opment environment. We compare and contrast these case studies identifying some of 
the key issues that arise in the deployment of ambient computing applications. 

2   Agent Factory 

Agent Factory [1],[2],[3] is a cohesive framework that supports a structured approach 
to the development and deployment of agent-oriented applications. Specifically, 
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Agent Factory supports the creation of a type of software agent that is: autonomous, 
situated, socially able, intentional, rational, and mobile. Practically, this has been 
achieved through the design and implementation of an agent programming language 
and associated interpreter. The language and interpreter in tandem facilitate the ex-
pression of the current behaviour of each agent through the notions of belief and 
commitment. When augmented with a set of commitment rules, the agents’ behaviour 
is defined by the conditions under which commitments should be adopted. This ap-
proach is consistent with the well-documented BDI-agent model [4]. 
 The framework itself is comprised of four layers that deliver: the agent program-
ming language, a distributed run-time environment that delivers support for the de-
ployment of agent-oriented applications, an integrated toolkit that delivers a visually 
intuitive set of tools, and a software engineering methodology that specifies the se-
quence of steps required to develop and deploy agent-oriented applications with the 
preceding layers.  Furthermore, Agent Factory adheres to FIPA standards through an 
Agent Management System (AMS) agent and a Directory Facilitator (DF) agent.  
Agent-oriented applications built using Agent Factory use these prefabricated agents 
to gain access to the infrastructure services provided by the run-time environment, for 
example, yellow and white pages services, migration services and so on. 

3   EasiShop 

The EasiShop [5],[6],[7] project encapsulates efforts that have been made to deliver a 
practical and efficient mobile shopping system. To support this vision, research has 
been undertaken into the synthesis of wired and wireless infrastructure with smart 
portable devices and agent based user interfaces to enhance the shopping experience. 
Of particular focus has been the desire to develop the appropriate components to 
enable a scalable mobile multi-agent trading platform. The user interface of EasiShop 
is shown in Fig. 1. 

The system is primarily targeted towards providing a convenient retail solution to 
the shopper and, to a lesser extent, enabling a new or enhanced revenue stream for 
retailers. Other efforts have endeavoured to address this application domain. Some, 
like Bargainfinder [8], are web-based auctioneering facilities whilst others, like My-
Grocer [9], offer a similar type of mobile solution to that of EasiShop. A perspective 
on some of the issues inherent in this domain may be acquired upon consultation of 
the literature. 

3.1   Services 

EasiShop is primarily charged with the task of enabling cross-merchant comparison 
shopping. A user profile is maintained within the system. From this profile, a retailer 
may determine the extent of relevance that a particular user holds.  When combined 
with the aspect of location determination, a powerful retailing channel can be real-
ised. Retailers can automatically choose to focus efforts on users of interest.  
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Fig. 1. EasiShop Graphical User Interface 

3.2   Pertinent Characteristics 

There are numerous characteristics which distinguish EasiShop from similar efforts. 
The first is that an approach based on intelligent agents is enlisted. More specifically, 
however, the system incorporates agents that conform to the notion of agency as  
formalised by Wooldridge & Jennings [10], and, in this case, such agents adopt a 
reasoning strategy based on the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) paradigm. In this re-
gard, the system is similar to Gulliver’s Genie. A second feature of particular distinc-
tion is the employment of a reverse-auction model to procure commercial transac-
tions. In this model, an agent which embodies the product requirements of the user, 
migrates to a centralised server where competing provider agents representing differ-
ent retailers are invited to vie, using a predetermined auction protocol, for the custom 
of that user. The third distinguishing aspect of EasiShop is the utilisation of user 
profile data which, together with a log of previous transactions, can be used to deliver 
appropriate product offerings to the mobile user. Finally, a product ontology is fun-
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damental to the operation of EasiShop. The product ontology utilized is that of the 
UNSPSC product ontology together with product descriptions provided via XML. 

3.3   Architecture 

The complete EasiShop architecture is comprised of a suite of agents residing both on 
three distinct nodes – the PDA, the Store Server and the MarketPlace. All these 
agents collaborate to provide the required functionality (Fig. 2).  Each agent is now 
briefly described. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Architecture of EasiShop 

GUI Agent: The tasks of the GUI Agent are twofold. First and foremost, it is con-
cerned with controlling the onscreen components necessary to enable the user to 
create and maintain shopping lists and user profile. Secondly, the GUI Agent moni-
tors the user’s behaviour and maintains records of this activity. From these records, 
the system attempts to more accurately predict which products will interest the user.  
Shopper Agent: Whilst ordinarily housed on the PDA, the Shopper Agent may de-
cide to migrate to the Marketplace (via a conduit store – the active EasiShop Hotspot) 
to instigate the product auction process. The belief set of the Shopper Agent repre-
sents a data set, which is essentially the user’s shopping list. At the marketplace the 
Shopper Agent is paired with interested Store Agents to procure those item(s) on the 
shopping list. 
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Catalogue Agent: The main duty of this agent is to ensure that all product catalogue 
information (price, new products, etc.) is kept up to date in the product list of the 
PDA. To accomplish this, it liaises with the Storefront Agent in the active EasiShop 
Hotspot, whenever one is in range. This means that the user, when viewing and se-
lecting products via the GUI Agent, is accessing the up-to-date product dataset.  
Storefront Agent: When necessary, a certain proportion of communication is used to 
deliver product updates to the client (PDA) dataset. As previously mentioned, the 
Catalogue Agent interacts with the Store Agent to support this functionality.  
Store Manager Agent: This agent monitors Shopper Agents which have migrated to 
the Store. From here, the Store Manager Agent contacts the MarketPlace Manger to 
request further migration to the centralised MarketPlace. Should migration ensue, the 
two agents (Store Agent and Shopper Agent) are transferred to the MarketPlace 
where the auction will take place.  
Store Agent: As previously outlined, the belief set of the Shopper Agent incorporates 
the shopping list of the user. Similarly, the belief set of the Store Agent is representa-
tive of the real world attributes of the store. This may include types of products on 
offer as well as stock and pricing information. The Store Agent is spawned and trans-
ferred by the Store Manager to the MarketPlace to enter an auction as required. 
Marketplace Manager Agent: Coordination of the centralised Marketplace is per-
haps the most important factor in enabling the arena in which agents may buy and sell 
products. The MarketPlace Manager Agent organises and administers migration to 
the marketplace as well as allocating system resources required in the auctioneering 
process. In practical terms, this means that a public market list, containing informa-
tion on exactly what products are sought by whom, is maintained. This list is moni-
tored by both the Stall Manager agents, which request to administer individual auc-
tions and by the Store Agents who may request entrance to a particular auction, 
should an auction be of interest. 
Stall Manager Agent: This agent is charged with the task of coordinating the auction 
process. After acquiring an auction from the market list, the auction is deemed to be 
open. A deadline for interested parties as well as opening and closing time values are 
set. At this point, the type of auction is also made known. This can be any one of a 
number of auction protocols – e.g. Dutch or Vickrey [11]. It is important to note at 
this point that the Stall Manager is what is termed as an environmental agent. This 
means that the number of Stall Manager agents in the system is not fixed and may be 
adjusted by the MarketPlace Manager agent as required. More Stall Manager Agents 
might be required at busy times, for example. The bid, accept and reject messaging of 
participating auctions is coordinated before the auction closes, at which point a win-
ner is declared.  

3.4   Implementation 

The EasiShop (client-side) system is installed on a standard PDA- the iPAQ 3870. 
Bluetooth is used to determine the user’s location. When the user is detected as being 
in the broadcast range of a particular EasiShop Hotspot (an area adjacent to a store 
within which agent communication may take place), the user’s location may be de-
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termined to within an accuracy of approximately twenty metres. From a software 
perspective, the system components are implemented in Java. Kaffe, a free JVM 
licensed under the terms of the GNU General Public License, is used as the runtime 
environment. The operating system is Linux. Bluetooth functionality is implemented 
via a runtime interface to the Bluez [12] bluetooth protocol stack.  

4   Gulliver’s Genie 

Gulliver’s Genie [13],[14] has investigated various issues relating to the practical 
realization of the mobile computing paradigm. More specifically, suitable architec-
tures for realizing mobile computing applications, thereby facilitating the delivery of 
services including those with a substantial and dynamic multimedia component have 
been the subject of particular attention.  

From an application domain perspective, the Genie currently focuses on address-
ing the needs of roaming tourists, as this domain represents a microcosm of the broad 
issues facing both mobile application developers and end-users. In this the Genie is 
not a unique endeavor as a cursory examination of the literature will testify. One 
project similar in scope and objectives is CRUMPET [15], a result of the EU IST 
research programme. The indoor scenario, for example, museums, art galleries and 
exhibitions, has also been the subject of much research. Indeed, a useful overview of 
activity in this area may also be found in Bellotti et al [16]. 

4.1   Services 

In theory, the Genie can provide any standard location-aware service. However, when 
the needs of tourists are considered, two services are essential: navigation support and 
the provision of cultural content. Given that tourists are almost inevitably exploring 
unknown territory, a navigation-support component is of practical importance. While 
roaming, tourists will encounter sites of cultural significance. Various aspects con-
cerning such sites may of interest to the tourist. In addition, there may be relation-
ships between those sites and other attractions that the tourist has encountered during 
their travels. Such relationships may not be obvious without careful research on the 
visitor’s part. As the tourist’s spatial context and personal profile are known, there are 
significant opportunities for enhancing their experience through the proactive and 
selective delivery of appropriate content. The service is realized in the Genie in the 
form of rich multimedia presentations concerning the attractions encountered. An 
example of such a presentation may be seen in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. A Sample Presentation for the Church on the Campus 

4.2   Pertinent Characteristics 

Gulliver’s Genie differs in a number of ways from other efforts in this area. However, 
there are two strategies that it adopts that are of special interest. The first is that, simi-
lar to CRUMPET, it adopts an approach based on intelligent agents. More specifi-
cally, however, it incorporates agents that conform to the strong notion of agency as 
articulated by Wooldridge & Jennings, and, in this case, such agents adopt a reason-
ing strategy based on the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) paradigm. Traditionally, the 
computational cost of deploying such agents on lightweight devices was prohibitively 
expensive. Recent developments in hardware and software have rendered such con-
cerns obsolete, except of course in the case of the most basic devices. 

A second feature of particular interest is the strategy the Genie adopts for dissemi-
nating content. Users have high expectations and seek immediate access to desired 
content at any time, in any place and, increasingly, on any device. Meeting such ex-
pectations within the confines of limited devices and the limited bandwidth availabil-
ity of wireless networks, particular the cellular variety, is difficult. In an effort to 
address this, the Genie adopts a strategy that has been termed intelligent precaching 
[17]. In brief: a model of the tourist’s environment is maintained which contains, 
amongst other things, specific details of the various tourist attractions within it. If this 
model is considered in light of the tourist’s spatial context, that is, their position and 
orientation, as well as their personal interest profile, their likely future behavior can 
be estimated with a reasonably high degree of certainty. Therefore, the appropriate 
content can be downloaded to their device in just-in-time basis. As this content is 
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inherently adapted to the tourist’s context, as well as personalized to conform to their 
individual profiles, a satisfactory experience may be reasonably anticipated. 

4.3   Architecture 

 
 
 

Fig. 4. Architecture of Gulliver’s Genie 

In essence, Gulliver’s Genie comprises a suite of agents residing both on the client 
and on the server. All these agents collaborate to deliver the necessary services to the 
tourist (Fig. 4).  Each agent is now briefly described: 

 
Spatial Agent: To determine a tourist’s spatial context, this agent autonomously 
monitors the GPS signal and interprets it accordingly. This, it periodically broadcasts 
to other interested agents. This agent is unique in that it harnesses its capacity to mi-
grate. Though GPS is the de facto standard for position determination at present, 
systems using cellular network techniques are envisaged in the future. By using a 
mobile agent, the Genie can be deployed on those devices that utilize cellular tech-
niques when they become available, as the appropriate agent encompassing the logic 
for handling cellular network positioning may be dispatched to the device.  
Cache Agent: Intelligent precaching is one of the Genie’s defining characteristics 
and the Cache Agent is responsible for implementing this strategy on the client. An 
environmental model is provided by the GIS Agent on the server. By considering this 
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model in light of the tourist’s movement, it identifies possible attractions that the 
tourist may visit. A multimedia presentation is requested from the Presentation Agent 
in anticipation that it will be downloaded by the time the tourist encounters the attrac-
tion in question. Should this not occur, the presentation is simply discarded.  
GUI Agent: Controlling the interface on the tourist’s device is the main task of the 
GUI Agent. In normal navigation mode, an electronic map is displayed with the cur-
rent position and orientation highlighted. This is, of course, continuously updated as 
the tourist moves, courtesy of updates from the Spatial Agent. Should the tourist 
encounter an attraction for which a presentation has been precached, the Cache Agent 
prompts the GUI Agent to display the presentation, monitor the tourist’s interaction 
and provide feedback to the Profile Agent. 
Registration Agent: Tourist must first register for Genie services. The Registration 
Agent takes care of this process as well as assigning Tourist Agents to individual 
tourists in response to requests for Genie services.  
Tourist Agent: All tourists registered for Genie services are assigned their own indi-
vidual agent, termed Tourist Agents, on commencing a session. In agent parlance, 
such agents are cloned from the tourist agent template. Essentially, this agent is the 
tourist’s interface to the services offered by the Genie. Acting on prompts from the 
Spatial Agent, it arranges the construction of environmental models in conjunction 
with the GIS Agent and prompts the Presentation Agent to maintain an updated list of 
presentations in anticipation of requests from the Cache Agent. Though there is some 
computational overhead in assigning an agent to each tourist, such an approach en-
sures the future scalability of the Genie as the number of concurrent tourists increase 
and a wider variety of services are offered. 
GIS Agent: Accurate environmental models are necessary for the successful opera-
tion of the Genie. Such models are provided to the Cache Agent on the client as well 
as to the Presentation Agent for dynamic presentation pre-assembly on the server. 
Profile Agent: User profiles are essential to realizing adaptivity and personalization. 
The Profile Agent is responsible for maintaining user profiles and updating them in 
light of ongoing tourist interactions with the Genie. 
Presentation Agent: The provision of personalized multimedia presentations is a 
core tenet of the Genie’s raison d'être. Such presentations are assembled in light of 
the tourist’s profile and their current environmental model. This server-side presenta-
tion repository is continuously updated in light of tourist movement and changes to 
their individual profiles. 
 

4.4   Implementation 

At present, the Genie runs on a standard PDA, namely an iPAQ.  GPS, which gives a 
position reading to within 20 metres on average, is used for determining location. 
Orientation can also be derived from GPS, albeit in an approximate manner. For data 
communications, the standard 2.5G technology, the General Packet Radio Service 
(GPRS) is used. In each case, a corresponding PCMCIA card was procured. Both 
cards were then incorporated into the IPAQ via a dual-slot expansion sleeve. From a 
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software perspective, the client components are implemented in Java and a commer-
cial JVM, namely Jeode, is used as the runtime environment on the IPAQ. All com-
munication with the server takes place over a standard HTTP connection.  

On the server side, the Agent Factory runtime environment is deployed. This is 
augmented with a sophisticated database that supports multiple data types including 
geospatial data and multimedia-related data. A toolkit for populating this database 
forms an indispensable component. 

5   EasiShop meets Gulliver’s Genie 

The development of these case studies has enabled the harvesting of many experi-
ences that are pertinent to the design and delivery of ambient intelligence generally. 
We will briefly represent these. 

Intelligence: Both systems are imbued with intelligence. The metaphor adopted in 
each case is the use of mobile intentional agents. Within both case studies this model 
was found appropriate and elegant enabling the modular design of a highly complex 
system. Initial reservations concerning the amenability of a strong agent-based 
approach in terms of software footprint and computational overhead proved to be 
unfounded. The use of standard JVMs (Kaffe & Jeode) on differing operating sys-
tems (Linux, and Windows) has demonstrated the applicability of this approach. Fur-
thermore the modular design has in both cases facilitated the organic growth in the 
architecture with additional agents being introduced as the systems developed in 
maturity. 

Context-Awareness: User context is intrinsic to ambient intelligence. A variety of 
parameters typically contribute to a rich user context. Key amongst these is the ability 
to determine the user location. In EasiShop, Bluetooth is utilised to accomplish this 
while within Gulliver’s Genie, the combination of the pervasive GPS and, in time 
Galileo, is adopted together with an electronic compass for position determination. 
User location acts as a crucial filter for service admissibility. Both systems have dem-
onstrated that relatively simple user profiling techniques can be perceived by users as 
being much deeper in terms of their power to personalise a service or interface. 

Wireless Networking: Wireless networks are core to ambient intelligence. The na-
ture of the network may vary in terms of such key descriptors as availability reliabil-
ity and capacity but invariably the same issue arises: how within restricted bandwidth 
to give the illusion of limitless capacity. Techniques like intelligent precaching as 
deployed by Gulliver’s Genie go some way towards sustaining this illusion. Other 
techniques that have been investigated include agent tuning and the use of MPEG-4 
content strata to render certain content layers prior to the arrival of more media-rich 
content. Gulliver’s Genie has been deployed using GSM, GPRS and High Speed 
Circuit Switched Data (HSCSD). EasiShop on the other hand uses the Bluetooth 
active EasiShop hotspot as the mechanism and time constraint within which the mi-
gration of the shopper agent to the market place is achieved. Thereafter after partici-
pating in the auction process on the user's behalf, it will return the results via GSM as 
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an agent migration or a simple purchase update via the ubiquitous SMS. Opportunis-
tic agent migration is central to EasiShop. 

Adaptivity & Personalisation: All users wish to perceive themselves as individu-
als with idiosyncratic needs. In reality they are not, however pandering to this user 
aspiration has proven to be central to user adoption. System adaptivity has been in-
corporated within the ubiquitous shopping process through the product recommenda-
tions which take due cognizance of the users style preferences, age, disposable in-
come location, gender and size together with their disposition to brands and products 
based upon previous purchases. Gulliver’s Genie adapts its content based upon the 
monitoring of the follow up links that the tourist requests in terms of additional in-
formation. The user profile is dynamically updated ensuring that the content a teenage 
tourist receives at location X is different from that supplied to a senior citizen who 
adores ancient antiquities at location Y. 

6   Conclusion 

This paper advocates the use of mobile intentional agents as a key enabler in the 
delivery of ambient intelligence. Within this paper we consider two ambient intelli-
gence case studies, namely those of EasiShop and Gulliver’s Genie. Both systems 
have adopted an agent-based design metaphor and specifically both have been real-
ised through the Agent Factory development environment.  

We compare and contrast these case studies examining the key problems that 
manifest themselves in the role out of ambient intelligent systems. Experiences ac-
crued from their development act as invaluable input to other developers of ambient 
systems. Both case studies stand as testimony to the efficacy of an agent-based ap-
proach in the delivery of scalable ambient intelligence systems. Ongoing work in-
cludes detailed user evaluations from which it is hoped improved design heuristics 
can be derived for the realisation of ambient intelligent applications and services. 
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